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Abstract. We investigate the Presburger liveness problems for nondeterministic
reversal-bounded multicounter machines with a free counter (NCMFs). We show
the following:
– The  -Presburger-i.o. problem and the  -Presburger-eventual problem are
both decidable. So are their duals, the  -Presburger-almost-always problem
and the  -Presburger-always problem.
– The  -Presburger-i.o. problem and the  -Presburger-eventual problem are
both undecidable. So are their duals, the  -Presburger-almost-always problem and the  -Presburger-always problem.
These results can be used to formulate a weak form of Presburger linear temporal logic and develop its model-checking theories for NCMFs. They can also
be combined with [12] to study the same set of liveness problems on an extended
form of discrete timed automata containing, besides clocks, a number of reversalbounded counters and a free counter.

1 Introduction
An infinite-state system can be obtained by augmenting a finite automaton with one
or more unbounded storage devices. The devices can be, for instance, counters (unary
stacks), pushdown stacks, queues, and/or Turing tapes. However, an infinite-state system can easily achieve Turing-completeness, e.g., when two counters are attached to
a finite automaton (resulting in a “Minsky machine”). For these systems, even simple
problems such as membership are undecidable.
In the area of model-checking, the search for (efficient) techniques for verifying
infinite-state systems has been an ongoing research effort. Much work has been devoted
to investigating various restricted models of infinite-state systems that are amenable to
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automatic verification. The work is motivated by the successes of “efficient” modelchecking techniques for finite-state systems such as hardware devices and reactive systems [20], and the need for developing practical techniques for deciding verification
properties of infinite-state systems.
The infinite-state models that have been investigated include timed automata [1],
pushdown automata [3, 14], various versions of counter machines [5, 13, 18], and various queue machines [2, 4, 16, 17, 21].
Counter machines are considered a natural model for specifying reactive systems
containing integer variables. They have also been found to have a close relationship to
other popular models of infinite-state systems, such as timed automata [1]. In [6], it was
shown that, as far as binary reachability (the set of configuration pairs such that one can
reach the other) is concerned, a timed automaton can be transformed into a particular
type of counter machine without nested cycles [5]. In contrast to [6], timed automata
(with discrete time) are mapped to counter machines with reversal-bounded counters in
[8]. In the case of dense time, the same mapping applies using some pattern technique
[7].
Thus, studying various restricted models of counter machines may help researchers
to develop verification theories concerning infinite-state systems such as timed automata augmented with unbounded storage [8].
In this paper, we focus on a class of restricted counter machines, called nondeterministic reversal-bounded multicounter machines with a free counter (NCMFs). More
is a nondeterministic finite automaton augmented with a fiprecisely, an NCMF
nite number of reversal-bounded counters (thus, in any computation, each counter can
change mode from nondecreasing to nonincreasing and vice-versa at most times for
some given nonnegative integer ) and one free counter (which need not be reversalbounded). A fundamental result is that the emptiness problem for languages accepted
by NCMFs is decidable [15]. But here we do not use NCMFs as language recognizers;
instead, we are interested in the behaviors they generate. So, unless otherwise specified, an NCMF has no input tape. Reversal-bounded counters are useful in verification
of reactive systems. For instance, a reversal-bounded counter can be used to count the
number of times a particular external event occurs in a reactive system – in this case,
the counter is simply 0-reversal-bounded, i.e., non-decreasing. Allowing a free counter,
together with other reversal-bounded counters, makes the reactive system infinite-state.
More application issues of NCMFs and the results in this paper can be found at the end
of the paper.
The study of safety properties and liveness properties of infinite-state systems is of
great importance in the area of formal verification. Safety properties look at only finite
(execution) paths; mostly they can be reduced to reachability problems. In [18], it was
shown that the Presburger safety analysis problem is decidable for NCMFs and their
generalizations. A typical example of a Presburger safety property that we might want
to verify for an NCMF
with counters  ,  and  is the following: Starting from
counter values satisfying    , can only reach counter values satisfying
   .
In this paper, we systematically study a number of Presburger liveness problems
for NCMFs. An example is a -Presburger-i.o. problem like: Given an NCMF
with

counters  ,  and  , does there exist an ! -path (i.e., infinite execution path) " for
such that # $% & is satisfied on " infinitely often? The research presented
in this paper is inspired by the recent work in [12] that investigates the same set of Presburger liveness problems for discrete timed automata. But the techniques we develop
here are completely different from ones in [12]. Clocks in a discrete timed automaton,
when considered as counters, are synchronous. So, in some way, a discrete timed automaton can be treated as a reversal-bounded multicounter machine (an NCMF without
the free counter) [8]. The ability of an NCMF to use a free counter makes the Presburger
liveness proofs much more complicated. The main results of this paper show that the
-Presburger-i.o. problem is decidable for NCMFs. This result leads us to conjecture
that the -Presburger-i.o. problem is also decidable for (discrete timed) pushdown processes when the counts on individual stack symbols are part of the Presburger property
being verified [8].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main definitions. Section
3 shows the decidability of the -Presburger-i.o. and -Presburger-eventual problems.
Section 4 generalizes the proofs in [12] to show the undecidability of the ' -Presburgeri.o. and the ' -Presburger-eventual problems. Section 5 is a conclusion.

2 Preliminaries
Let (*),+-/.103232423057698 be a finite set of integer variables. Formula :.3;=<>;?6A@<B7<DCEF0
where @< and E are integers, is called an atomic linear constraint, if C is  or ) . The
formula is called an atomic mod-constraint, if C is GH for some I KJ . A linearconjunction is a conjunction of a finite number of atomic linear constraints. A linearmod-conjunction is a conjunction of a finite number of atomic linear constraints and
atomic mod-constraints. It is well known that a Presburger formula [19] (first-order
formula over integers with addition) can always be written as a disjunctive normal form
of atomic linear constraints and atomic mod-constraints, i.e., a disjunction of linearmod-conjunctions. A set L is Presburger-definable if there exists a Presburger formula
M
M
on ( such that L is exactly the set of the solutions for ( that make true. It is well
known that the class of Presburger-definable sets does not change if quantifications are
allowed. Hence, when considering Presburger formulas, we will allow quantifiers over
integer variables. A standard test on ( is a Boolean combination of atomic tests in the
form of =CONA0 where C denotes P&04Q&0  0  0 or ) , N is an integer, SRT( . Let UWV be the
set of all standard tests on ( .
A nondeterministic multicounter machine (NCM)
is a nondeterministic machine
with a finite set of (control) states and a finite number of integer counters. Each counter
can add 1, subtract 1, or stay unchanged.
can also test whether a counter is equal
to, greater than, or less than an integer constant by performing a standard test. Without
loss of generality, in this paper we consider
without event labels on transitions, since
these labels can be built into the control states.
Formally, a nondeterministic multicounter machine (NCM)
is a tuple XZY[05(S05\O]
where Y is a finite set of (control) states, ( is a finite set of integer counters, and
\_^`YbacUWVdae+ &f 0 J 0 f 8g V g=acY is a finite set of edges or transitions. Each edge
XZh10jik0 incr 0lh4mn] denotes a transition from state h to state h-m with ioRpUWV being the test

or the enabling condition. incr Rq+ &f 0 J 0 f 89g V g denotes the effect of the edge: each
counter in ( is incremented by the amount specified in vector incr.
The semantics of NCMs is defined as follows. We use r to denote counter vectors
(i.e., vectors of counter values). We use r < to denote the value of counter < in r , for
J PtsuPwv . A configuration Xxhy03rz]TR{Yba}| g V g is a pair of a control state h and a
counter vector r . XZh103r~]}%XZh-mZ0r~m] denotes a one-step transition from configuration
XZh10rS] to configuration Xxh4mZ0rzm] satisfying the following conditions:
– There is an edge Xxhy05ik0 incr 0h-mn] in
connecting state h to state h4m ,
– The enabling condition of the edge is satisfied, that is, irz is true,
– Each counter changes according to the edge, i.e., r m )br  incr.
A path is a finite sequence


.
Xxh . 0r ]=24232-XZh-?0r ]

such that Xxh-<j03r < ]  XZh-<  30 r < ] for each J PqsP pf . An ! -path is an infi

nite sequence Xxh3.90r . ]=24232-XZh  0r ]=23242 such that each prefix XZh4.103r . ]=232424XZh  03r ] is a
path. We write Xxh10rS]  XZh-mx0rzmn] if the configuration XZh10rS] reaches the configuration XZh-mx0rzm] through a path in . The binary relation   is called binary reachability.
It is well known that counter machines with two counters have an undecidable halting problem. Thus, in order to investigate any nontrivial decidable verification problems
for NCMs, we have to restrict the behaviors of the counters. A counter is -reversalbounded if it changes mode between nondecreasing and nonincreasing at most times.
For instance, the following sequence of counter values:

J 0 J 0 f 0 f 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 f 0 f 0 f 0 f 0423242

exhibits only one counter reversal.
is reversal-bounded if each counter in
is
-reversal-bounded for some .
is a reversal-bounded NCM with a free counter
(NCMF) if
has a number of reversal-bounded counters and an unrestricted counter
(that need not be reversal-bounded). From now on, an NCM (NCMF) refers to a machine with reversal-bounded counters (and one free counter). We assume throughout
that whenever we are given an NCM (NCMF), the reversal-bound r is also specified.
A fundamental result for NCMFs is that the binary reachability is Presburger. This
characterization is quite useful, since it is well known that the emptiness and the validity
problems for Presburger formulas are decidable.
Theorem 1. The binary reachability is effectively Presburger definable for a reversalbounded nondeterministic multicounter machine with a free counter. [15, 18]
This fundamental result allows us to automatically verify a Presburger safety anal[8, 18]: from configurations in  ,
can only reach conysis problem for an NCMF
figurations in L , where  and L are Presburger definable sets of configurations. This
problem is equivalent to W[#ZeRSTdRS[L0 which, from Theorem
1, is Presburger and therefore decidable.
In this paper, we systematically investigate Presburger liveness analysis problems
for NCMFs by considering their ! -paths. We follow the notations in [12]. Let
be an
NCMF,  and L be two Presburger-definable sets of configurations, and " be an ! -path
XZh4.y03r . ]=232424XZh  03r  ]=242324 We say that " starts from  if XZh4.y03r . ]Rz . Define

– " is L -i.o. if L is satisfied infinitely often on the ! -path, i.e., there are infinitely

many  such that Xxh  0r ]RzL .

– " is L -always if for each  , XZh-=03r ]R~L .

– " is L -eventual if there exists  such that Xxh-=0r ]RTL .
  ]~
– " is L -almost-always if there exists  such that for all m   , ZX h  03r
R L .
The -Presburger-i.o. (resp. always, eventual and almost-always) problem for NCMF
is to decide whether the following statement holds:
there is an ! -path " starting from  that is L -i.o. (resp. L -always, L -eventual and
L -almost-always).
The ' -Presburger-i.o. (resp. always, eventual and almost-always) problem for NCMF
is to decide whether the following statement holds:
for every ! -path " , if " starts from  , then " is L -i.o. (resp. L -always, L -eventual
and L -almost-always).
We use  to denote the vector of the v  f counters . 0j  04232420j 6 in , with .
the free counter and with  032324230576 the reversal-bounded counters.

3 Decidable Results
In this section, we show that both the -Presburger-i.o. problem and the -Presburgereventual problem are decidable for NCMFs.
3.1

The ¡ -Presburger-i.o. problem is decidable

The -Presburger-i.o. problem is to determine the existence of an ! -path " (called a

.
witness) Xxh . 0r ]?23232-XZh-=0r ]=24232 of an NCMF
such that " is L -i.o. with respect to
 . Since L is a Presburger definable set of configurations, by definition, LoB0lh- can
be written in a disjunctive normal form, ¢}L£<5Z0hFk0 where each L£<5Z{0hF is a linearmod-conjunction of atomic linear constraints and atomic mod-constraints over counters
and control states (control states are encoded as bounded integers) in . Obviously, "
is L -i.o. iff " is L¤< -i.o. for some s . Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume L
itself is a linear-mod-conjunction.
There are only finitely many control states Yw)_+¦h ¥  042324230yh-¥ §8 in . Therefore,
LoB0hF can be written as ¢~©«¨ ª«¬1 hz)®-¥h <¯LoB0yh-¥ <DkA" is L -i.o. iff " is Lo201-¥h <D -i.o.

on some control state ¥h < : there are infinitely many  such that h-)°h ¥ < and Lo«r 01¥h <  .
Therefore, the -Presburger-i.o. problem is reduced to the problem of deciding whether
.
there exist a control state h and a witness " starting from  such that ")dXxh . 0r ]?23232

XZh-=0r ]=23242 is L -i.o. on h , where L is a linear-mod-conjunction on counters  only.
Assume that LoB± is L² ³ ´3µ«¶·lZ±¸L¹ºk»¼Z±k0 where L² ³ ´3µ«¶· is a linear-conjunction
over  and L¹ºk» is a mod-conjunction over  . The following lemma states that, as far
as an infinite often property is concerned, L¹ºk» can be eliminated by building “mod”
into the control states of .
Lemma 1. Given
– an NCMF with counters  and with control states Y ,  – a
Presburger-definable set of configurations of , L – a linear-mod-conjunction over  ,
and h – a control state in Y , we can effectively construct m – an NCMF with counters



and with control states Ym , 1m – a Presburger-definable set of configurations of m ,
L&m – a linear-conjunction over  , and h-m – a control state in Ym , such that the following
two statements are equivalent:
– In , there exists a witness " starting from  such that " is L -i.o. on state h ,
– In m , there exists a witness "¦m starting from 9m such that "¦m is L&m -i.o. on state h-m .
Because of Lemma 1, it suffices to investigate the existence of a L -i.o witness " on state
h with L in the form of a linear-conjunction over ½ linear constraints:

¾

@9<À¿47<DC&¿-E5¿
(1)
.4;7<B;=6
where C&¿ stands for  or ) , for f PtÁPÂ½ . We use Ã , C , and Ä to denote the
coefficient matrix (½ by v bf ) of @<À¿ , the column (½ by 1) of comparisons C&¿ , and
the column (½ by 1) of numbers E¿ . Thus, L shown in (1) can be written as
Ã CÄÅ

(2)

We say xv f  -ary vector Æ is L -positive if ÃzÆ,QÇ . From definition, an ! -path " of
XZh4.y03r . ]k23242WXZh  0r  ]=23242 is a desired witness iff the following conditions are satisfied:

.

(IO-1). " starts from  ; i.e., ¦xh3.90r  holds,
(IO-2). There are infinitely many numbers   032423205<j0423242 (with J
ª
23242  <  23242 ) such that h  ª ) h and Lo«r   for each s .

 e

The following lemma states that condition (IO-2) can be strengthened: for each s ,
ªÈ9É
ª
r 
r  is L -positive.
Lemma 2. Let L be a linear conjunction as in (2). Let h be a state in an NCMF
For any ! -path " of , condition (IO-2) is equivalent to the following condition:

.

(IO-2 m ). There are infinitely many numbers   0324232305<0423232 (with Jp  
ª
ªÈÉ
ª
23242  <  24232 ) such that h  ª )h , Lor   , and r 
r  is L -positive,
for each s .
Up to now, we have not used the condition that counters  0323242305 6 are reversalbounded and that counter ¦. is free. Let Ê be the largest absolute value of the integer constants appearing in all the tests in . The idea is that, on the ! -path " , each
reversal-bounded counter will eventually behave as a 0-reversal-bounded (i.e., either
nondecreasing or nonincreasing) counter after the last reversal has been made. Once a
reversal-bounded counter behaves as 0-reversal-bounded, it will either stay unchanged
between Ê and Ê forever, or move beyond Ê (or Ê ) and never come back. That
is, there is ?. such that each reversal-bounded counter ¦< , f Pqs&Pqv , has one of the
following  Ê } modes:
(MD1- N ) with ÊP NPpÊ
always N that is between Ê
(MD2). For all Q{?. , Ê
always greater than Ê ,
(MD3). For all Q?. , Ê
always smaller than Ê .



  

)N . That is, < is
. For all Q . , r < )qr <
and Ê after ?.  ,
 r < PËr <  . That is, ¦< is nondecreasing and


  
r < Qr < . That is, 7< is nonincreasing and

Let mode vector ÌR«+ MD1- N~Í ÊÎPtN¸PtÊO8Ï+FÐSÑ  05Ð¸Ñ  8A 6 assign to each
reversal-bounded counter 7< a mode Ì7< . Each ! -path " has a unique mode vector. Now
we fix any mode vector Ì .
can be effectively modified into an NCMF Ò such that the reversal-bounded


counters in Ò behave according to the mode vector Ì . An edge XZh 0jik0 incr 0h ] in
is compatible with a mode vector Ì , if, for each reversal-bounded counter 7< with
f P}s#Pv , the following conditions hold:
– If ¦< is in mode MD1- N for some Ê`PÓNuPqÊ , ¦< will not change on the edge;
i.e., incr <¤) J if Ì7<¤) MD1- N ,
– If 7< is in mode MD2, ¦< will not decrease on the edge; i.e., incr <Q J if Ì=<¯) MD2,
– If < is in mode MD3, < will not increase on the edge; i.e., incr < P J if Ì < ) MD3,
The modification starts with deleting all the edges in
that are not compatible with
Ì from . Then, more tests are added to the remaining edges to make sure that the
reversal-bounded counters always have the desired values. More
precisely, for each ¦<

with f PÔsÕPÔv and for each remaining edge XZh 05ik0 incr 0h ] in , if ¦< is in mode
MD2, then we add a test of ¦<  Ê to the original test i of the edge. Doing this will
guarantee that the values of 7< before and after this edge are greater than Ê (no matter
whether incr<$) J or incr <Å) f ). The cases when 7< is in mode MD3 can be handled
similarly. If, however, ¦< is in mode MD1- N for some ÊtPbNP{Ê , we simply add a
test of 7<Ö)N to the original test i of the edge. The result Ò is also an NCMF with
0-reversal-bounded counters.
Obviously, from the choice of constant Ê , Ò is insensitive

 to the actual  starting

values
of
the
0-reversal-bounded
counters.
That
is,
if
(1)
reach
x
X
h

0
r
] can
Xxh 0r 






 Æ ] through a
Æ ] through a path "  in Ò , and (2) Xxh 03r ] can reach Xxh 0r


path " in Ò , such that the free
  counter

 . has the same value at the end of " and

Æ . )q r . , then
at the beginning of " , i.e., r .
each 0-reversal-bounded counter <
 Æ < (instead of r < ) and at the end of "  ,
r
with f PÓsPv  in "   can start
from
<



< has value r <  Æ <  Æ < (instead of r <  Æ < ). Thus, path "  can be extended
according to path "  . The reason is that after changing the starting value of < , the test
of ¦< on each edge on path "  gives the same truth value as the old starting value, and,
hence, path "  can be perfectly followed after "  . This is summarized in the following
technical lemma.







Lemma 3. For any control
states h , h  and h  , for any
mode vector Ì , for any (k+1)
 Æ . ){r . , Xxh  0r  ]? × XZh  30 r   Æ  ]
r
r
Æ
Æ
r
ary vectors
,
,
,
and
,
if
.



 






 

and XZh 03r ]=  × XZh 0r
Æ ] , then XZh 03r  Æ ]?  × XZh 0r  Æ
Æ ].
Let 1m#)°+- Í¯WbR7BØ  ¤l8 . 9m is the set of reachable configurations from
configurations in  . From Theorem 1, 1m is Presburger. The following lemma states
that the -Presburger i.o. problem of
can be reduced to one for 0-reversal-bounded
NCMFs Ò .
Lemma 4. There exists a witness " in
starting from  that is L -i.o. at state h iff for
some mode vector Ì , there exists a witness "¦m in Ò starting from 9m that is L -i.o. at
state h .

©Ú

For any state h and mode vector Ì , we define a predicate Ù Ò >Û70jÛm as follows.
Ù Ò BÛ¦05Û9m iff there exist two vectors r and Æ such that the following statements
are satisfied: (Q1). Û and Û m are the values of the free counter; i.e., Û¸)trz. and Û m )
r .  Æ . ; (Q2). Both r and r  Æ satisfy L ; i.e., Lo«r~ÜLo«r  Æ% ; (Q3). Configuration XZh10rS] can reach configuration XZh103r  Æ%] in Ò ; i.e., XZh10r~]?  × Xxhy03r  Æ%] ;
(Q4). Æ is L -positive; (Q5). Finally, configuration Xxhy03r~] is reachable from some configuration in  ; i.e., Xxh10rz]RT9m .

©Ú

Lemma 5. For any state h and mode vector Ì , Ù
It is easy to check that Ù

©Ú

Ò is transitive.

©Ú

Ò is Presburger.

©lÚ

Lemma 6. For any state h and mode vector Ì , Ù Ò is transitive. That is, for all integers
©Ú
l© Ú
©Ú
Û  05Û  0 and Û  , Ù Ò BÛ  05Û  ?zÙ Ò BÛ  0jÛ   implies Ù Ò >Û  0jÛ   .
Before we go any further, we need to uncover the intuitive meaning underlying
©lÚ
©lÚ
the definition of Ù Ò . Ù Ò BÛ¦05Û9m indicates the following scenario. Through a path in
Ò , Ò can send the free counter . from value Û to Û m , with some properly chosen
starting values for the 0-reversal-bounded counters ((Q1) and (Q3)). On the path, Ò
starts from control state h and finally moves back to the same control state, as given in
(Q3). Therefore, this path is a loop on the control state h . It is noticed that the starting
configuration and the ending configuration of the path both satisfy L (as given in (Q2)),
and in particular, the counter changes Æ is L -positive (as given in (Q4)).
If we can repeat the loop, then the resulting ! -path is L -i.o. (this is because of
Lemma 2 and the fact that Æ is L -positive.) and, from (Q5), starts from 9m . However,
this loop may not repeat. The reason is that the starting value Û of the free counter
decides the path of the loop and therefore, when Ò executes the loop for a second
time, the starting value Û9m of the free counter may lead to a different path. Thus, trying
to repeat the same loop is too naive. However, the key technique shown below attempts
to concatenate infinitely many (different) loops into an ! -path that is a L -i.o. witness.
Let Û1Ý be an ! -sequence of integers

ÛA.y0jÛ  032423205Û  0324232
©Ú
©Ú
J
Û Ý © Ú is an ! -chain of Ù Ò if Ù Ò >Û  05Û     holds for all %
©Ú Q . According to Lemma 6,

Ù Ò is transitive. Therefore, if Û1Ý is an ! -chain then Ù Ò >Û=05Û §  holds
©lÚ for any 
½ . The following lemma states that the existence of an ! -chain for Ù Ò is decidable.
Lemma 7. It is decidable whether a transitive Presburger predicate over two variables
©Ú
has an ! -chain. Thus, from Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, it is decidable whether Ù Ò has
an ! -chain.
We now show that the existence of a L -i.o witness " at state h starting from  is
©Ú
equivalent to the existence of an ! -chain of Ù Ò for some mode vector Ì .
Lemma 8. There is an ! -path " that is L -i.o. at state h and starts from  iff, for some
©Ú
mode vector Ì , Ù Ò has an ! -chain.
Finally, combining Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, we have,

Theorem 2. The -Presburger-i.o. problem is decidable for reversal-bounded multicounter machines with a free counter.
The -Presburger-i.o. problem is equivalent to the negation of the ' -Presburgeralmost-always problem. Thus,
Theorem 3. The ' -Presburger-almost-always problem is decidable for reversal
bounded multicounter machines with a free counter.
3.2

The ¡ -Presburger-eventual problem is decidable

Given two Presburger-definable sets  and L of configurations for NCMF , the Presburger-eventual problem is to decide whether there exists a L -eventual ! -path "
starting from  . Recall that the Presburger-definable set 9m is the set of all configurations
in L that are reachable from a configuration in  . In the following lemma, true means
the set of all configurations. It is easy to see that
Lemma 9. There is a L -eventual ! -path starting from  iff there is a true-i.o. ! -path
starting from 9m .
Hence, combining Lemma 9 and Theorem 2, we have,
Theorem 4. The -Presburger-eventual problem is decidable for
multicounter machines with a free counter.

reversal-bounded

Since the -Presburger-eventual problem is equivalent to the negation of the ' Presburger-always problem, we have,
Theorem 5. The ' -Presburger-always problem is decidable for reversal-bounded multicounter machines with a free counter.
The Presburger safety analysis problem is slightly different from the ' -Presburgeralways problem: the former looks at (finite) paths, while the latter looks at ! -paths.

4 Undecidable Results
In this section, we point out that both the -Presburger-always problem and the Presburger-almost-always problem are undecidable for 0-reversal-bounded NCMs. Obviously, the undecidability remains when NCMFs are considered.
In [12], it is shown that the -Presburger-always problem and the -Presburgeralmost-always problem are undecidable for discrete timed automata. The following
techniques are used in that paper:
– A deterministic two-counter machine can be simulated by a generalized discrete
timed automaton that allows tests in the form of linear constraints,
– The generalized discrete timed automaton can be simulated by a discrete timed
automaton under a Presburger path restriction L [12] (i.e., each intermediate configuration of the discrete timed automaton must be in L ),

– The halting problem (i.e., whether a control state is reachable, which is undecidable) for deterministic two-counter machines can be reduced to the -Presburgeralways problem for discrete timed automata,
– The finiteness problem (which is undecidable) for deterministic two-counter machines can be reduced to the -Presburger-almost-always problem for discrete
timed automata.
If in the items above, “discrete timed automaton” is replaced by “0-reversal-bounded
multicounter machine”, the techniques are still applicable. The reason is that, as shown
below, any deterministic two-counter machine can be simulated by a deterministic generalized 0-reversal-bounded multicounter machine that allows tests in the form of linear
constraints on counters.
Lemma 10. Any deterministic two-counter machine
can be simulated by a deterministic 0-reversal-bounded multicounter machine m that allows tests in the form of
Þ Øß CON , where Þ and ß are counters, and N is an integer [18].
Analogous to the proofs in [12], we have,
Theorem 6. The -Presburger-always problem and the -Presburger-almost-always
problem are undecidable for 0-reversal-bounded multicounter machines. The undecidability remains when reversal-bounded multicounter machines with a free counter are
considered.
Considering the negations of the two problems, we have,
Theorem 7. The ' -Presburger-eventual problem and the ' -Presburger-i.o. problem
are undecidable for 0-reversal-bounded multicounter machines. The undecidability remains when reversal-bounded multicounter machines with a free counter are considered.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated a number of Presburger liveness problems for NCMFs.
We showed that
– The -Presburger-i.o. problem and the -Presburger-eventual problem are both decidable. So are their duals, the ' -Presburger-almost-always problem and the ' Presburger-always problem.
– The ' -Presburger-i.o. problem and the ' -Presburger-eventual problem are both undecidable. So are their duals, the -Presburger-almost-always problem and the Presburger-always problem.
These results can be used to formulate a weak form of Presburger linear temporal logic
and develop its model-checking theories for NCMFs. We believe the techniques developed in [12] and in this paper can be naturally combined to study the same set of
liveness problems on an extended form of discrete timed automata containing, besides
clocks, a number of reversal-bounded counters and a free counter. We conjecture that

the -Presburger-i.o. problem is also decidable for (discrete timed) pushdown automata
when the counts on individual stack symbols are part of the Presburger property being
verified [8].
As for applications of NCMFs, “reversal-bounded counters” may appear unnatural, and applying the decidable results presented in this paper in model-checking
may seem remote. However, the model of NCMFs does have applications in verification/debugging infinite state systems as we discuss below.
– Many infinite state systems can be modeled as multicounter machines. These machines, usually having Turing computing power, can be approximated by NCMFs
by restricting all but one counter to be reversal-bounded. This approximation technique provides a way to debug Presburger safety properties for, for instance, arithmetic programs (for a number of conservative approximation techniques for realtime systems see [9–11]). On the other hand, the technique also shows a way to
verify an -Presburger i.o. problem for a multicounter machine if the same problem is true on the resulting NCMF.
– A non-decreasing counter is also a reversal-bounded counter with zero reversal
bound. This kind of counters has a lot of applications. For instance, it can be used to
count time elapse, the number of external events, the number of a particular branch
taken by a nondeterministic program (this is important, when fairness is taken into
account), etc. For example, consider a finite-state transition system à . Associate a
name ‘a’ from a finite alphabet to each transition in à ( @ , in the reactive system à ,
can be treated as the input signal triggering the transition). At any moment in an
execution of à , Cá is used to count the number of transitions labeled by @ that have
been executed. Each Cá can be considered as a 0-reversal-bounded counter, since
Cá is nondecreasing along any execution path. To make the system more complex,
on some transitions, the triggering conditions also contain a test that compares Câ
Cã against an integer constant, for some fixed labels E and N 1 . Essentially à can
be treated as a NCMF: those counts of C á ’s are reversal-bounded counters and
Câ
Cã is the free counter. The results in this paper show that the following
statement can be automatically verified:
There is an execution of à such that C á z Câ  Cã eJ holds for infinitely many
times.
This result can be used to argue whether a fairness condition on the event label
counts of à is realistic.
The decision procedure for the -Presburger i.o. problem seems hard to implement.
However, by closely looking at the proofs, the hard part is how to (practically) calculate
the binary reachability of an NCMF. Once this is done, testing the existence of the ! chain in Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 is equivalent to checking a Presburger predicate (i.e.,
©Ú
Ù Ò in the lemmas) in a particular format (the Omega Library [22] can be used to do
the checking). Calculating the binary reachability of an NCMF needs some software
engineering thoughts. We are currently conducting a prototype tool implementation.
Thanks go to anonymous reviewers for many useful suggestions.
1

It is important that ä and å are fixed. If we allow comparisons on the counts of four labels (i.e.,
besides the test on æÜç¯èzæé , we have a test on æê#è~æë ), then ì is Turing powerful [18].
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